
 

 

INGLIZ TILI ATTESTATSIYA TEST 2 

 

1. Do you see those young men ... by the 

fire? They are my brothers. 

A) sitting B) sit C) will sit D) sits 

2. Yesterday we spoke of... there together. 

A) to go B) going C) gone D) are going  

3. After the accident the captain was the last 

... the ship. 

A) leaves B) is leaving C) leave D) to leave 

4. Boys and girls recited the poems ... to 

their teachers at the First Bell. 

A) to devote  B) devoting  

C) devoted  D) is devoted 

5. Florida, ... the Sunshine State, attracts 

many tourists every year. 

A) known as B) was known C) is known 

D) is known as 

6. Jane seemed ... everything by his mother. 

A) to have told  B) to have been told 

C) had told   D) to be telling 

7. “Whose birthday was it?” said Emily. 

Emily asked whose birthday . . . 

A) it is B) he is C) it was D) it had been  

8. Let’s discuss this topic tomorrow, ……? 

A) will we   B) shall we  

C) do you   D) will you 

9. Sweden is in . . . northern Europe; Spain 

is in . . . South. 

A) -/the B) the/the C) the/- D) -/- 

10. He went to . . .hospital to visit his 

brother. 

A) -  B) the  C) a   D) an 

11. If people . . . more carefully there . . . 

fewer accidents. 

A) drive/would be B) drove/would be 

C) drove/will be  D) drives/will be 

12. We must be quick. We have . . .time. 

A) a little B) little C) a few D) many 

13. She shouldn’t get married yet. She’s not 

. . . 

A) young yet  B) old enough  

C) younger  D) old 

14. The club is for members only; you can’t 

go in . . . you are not a member. 

A) if  B) unless C) till  D) but 

15. ... village is engaged in growing 

pomegranates. 

A) All B) Much C) Many D) The whole 

16. We wanted to play basketball, but there 

weren’t ... of us. 

A) too few B) every C) much D) enough 

17. He was so tired that he could ... read ... 

write. 

A) neither/nor  B) either/or  

C) both/and  D) as/as 

18. ... boy had to wear a different suit. 

A) Both B) A few C) Each D) All 

19. When you go to the theatre, you should 

take a pair of ... to see a long way off. 

A) sunglasses  B) spectacles  

C) binoculars D) scissors 

20. Choose the synonym. 

In Scotland nearly all secondary schools are 

coeducational. 

A) only boys  B) only girls  

C) mixed  D) private 
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